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INTRODUCTION 
1. Reasons for choosing the topic 
1.1. Buddhism was introduced into our country quite early and occupied 

an important position in the spiritual life the Vietnamese people. Over the past 
2000 years, Buddhism has always accompanied the nation in the spirit of “In 
support of nation and in security of people”, at one time being considered the 
state religion. Along with the national history, Buddhism has influenced many 
aspects of Vietnamese life, including literature. From folk literature to written 
literature, one is able to see a hint of Buddhist philosophy, especially in terms 
of view of human life. However, the influence of Buddhism on literature is 
most evident in the Ly - Tran dynasties. With the participation of a large 
number of meditation masters and lay people, Ly - Tran literature has 
significantly contributed to the development of national literature. In the 
history of national literature, it could be proved that the Buddhist ideologies 
performed in Ly - Tran literature are always consistent with the Vietnamese 
mind and containing various beautiful humanity philosophies. In an 
absorbance of the influence of Buddhist philosophy and traditional literature 
of the nation, modern Vietnamese poetry from 1945 to present has become 
richer, more profound and attractive in fields of ideological content and 
expression. Based on researches of the influence of Buddhist philosophy in 
Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now, I have had opportunities for 
exploration and discovery of beautiful deep layers of thoughts in modern 
poetry, and at the same time it can be shown in availabilities of somehow 
distinctive features of poetry of this period, especially in finding out different 
levels of human emotions on the basis of Buddhist senses. 

1.2. Modern science was appeared and developed to bring a good life to 
people, but it seems to be a fact that the human spiritual life is becoming more 
and more stalemated. The application of the Buddha’s teachings is to make 
people free from suffering, to help people become more honest, strong, and 
generous in the face of adversity; not being “stuck” in the “dharmas” of the 
world. The application of Buddhist theory into practice has always numerous 
benefits not only for individuals but also for the community, prominently 
meditation practice. Buddhist Samatha and Vipassana are one of the optimal 
methods to help people find peace of mind, rebalance of physical and mental 
values, and health issues. Modern poetry with various contents for convey of 
the thoughts of Buddhist meditation has also a great contribution in 
beautifying life and making a great benefit in the field of medicine (such as 
meditation therapy). 

1.3. In Vietnamese literature from 1945 until nowadays, poetry has been 
an attractive research topic. Therefore, there have been many generalized and 
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in-depth works on different issues, but from the perspective of the influence 
of Buddhist philosophy in poetry, there is no specific works. This thesis is 
with a hope for contribution of to clarification of a unique aspect of modern 
Vietnamese poetry, opening up a new and practical view for the human mind, 
bringing modern poetry to a further level in the recognition of Buddhist spirit, 
raising inspiration to many authors and readers, contributing to the 
development of the ethical integrity of modern Vietnamese people. 

2. Research Objectives 
Analysis, interpretation and evaluation of the imprints of Buddhist 

philosophy through the writings of prominent authors shall be pointing out 
the values of Buddhist philosophy in poetry in both aspects of content and 
arts, thereby confirming a position that the poetry is able to bring the message 
of a good path to enlightenment itself; at the same time discovering more new 
perspectives of Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now – a religio-spiritual 
beauty. 

3. Research Goals 
Firstly, to find out the theoretical and practical basis of the topic, 

including central issues of Buddhist philosophy, literature review on Buddhist 
research works and influences of Buddhist philosophy in poetry from 1945 to 
present. 

Secondly, to do research on the premise of receiving Buddhist philosophy 
in poetry, the impacts of Buddhist philosophy on the development stages of 
poetry from 1945 up to now. 

Thirdly, to deal with the effects of Buddhist philosophy in poetry from 
1945 to present in aspect of content. 

Fourthly, to discuss about the influence of Buddhist philosophy in poetry 
from 1945 to present in field of the arts. 

4. Object and Scope of Research 
4.1. Research Object 
The research object of this thesis is the influences of Buddhist philosophy 

in Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now. 
4.2. Research Scope 
The compositions influenced by the Buddhist philosophy of Vietnamese 

poets from 1945 up to now have been selected, divided into two groups based 
on the degree of influence. A group of monastic authors: Thich Nhat Hanh, 
Vien Minh, Nhu Huyen, Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh, Mac Giang, Thich Thanh 
Tu, Tran Que Huong, TK Thien Huu (Thich Thien Huu), Nhu Nhien Thich 
Tanh Tue, Thich Nu Dieu Khong, Thich Nu Dieu Thong ... And a group of 
non-monastic authors: Vu Hoang Chuong, Quach Tan, Bui Giang, Pham 
Thien Thu, Nguyen Duc Son, Trinh Cong Son (a part of lyrics), To Thuy Yen 
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… It can be noted that not all compositions of the poets mentioned above are 
influenced by Buddhist philosophy, we shall focus on most works with  
clearly prominent impacts from Buddhist philosophy. 

In addition, this thesis shall expand the scope of research when it is 
necessary for some other authors, in spite of not directly affecting, the works 
still show influential marks in depth, such as: Che Lan Vien, Huy Can, Hoang 
Cam, Quach Thoai, Tru Vu, Nguyen Quang Thieu, Nguyen Luong Ngoc, 
Duong Kieu Minh, Nguyen Binh Phuong, Dong Duc Bon, Doan Thi Thu Van 
... 

5. Research Methodology 
The thesis shall approach Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now from 

the perspective of poetics and usage of the basic research methods: 
comparative method, structural-systematic method, biographical method, 
interdiscipline method, case study method. 

6. New Contributions of the Thesis 
The thesis shall systematize the works with the influence of Buddhist 

philosophy in Vietnamese literature, from folk literature to written literature, 
particularly Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now. This result helps both 
the researcher to have a thorough and systematic view of the problem, and 
next researchers to have more documents to serve the research on the problem 
of the relationship between literature and Buddhism . 

The thesis is also the first time in relation to Vietnamese poetry from 1945 
up to now under a new perspective - in terms of spirituality and religion that 
few people are interested and explored. Under the viewpoint of Buddhist 
philosophy, the thesis shall show the multi-dimensional beauty in both content 
and art of Vietnamese poetry in the period of 1945 up to now. On the basis of 
analyzing the influences of Buddhist philosophy, the thesis contributes to the 
direction of a new approach to modern Vietnamese poetry, asserting that there 
is a part of poetry influenced by Buddhism, poetry impacted by Buddhist 
philosophy to cause modern poetry more profound and attractive in all aspects 
of theory and practice; orientation of ideal life for each individual, affirmation 
of the power of Buddhist ethics capable of building a good society through 
poetry, encouragement for humanity to live together in a harmless, upper-
minded spirit, and purification of mind.  

7. Chapterization 
Excluding references and appendices, the thesis consists of three parts: 

the introduction, the content and the conclusion. The content of the thesis is 
of four chapters: 

Chapter 1: Overview of Research Issues 
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Chapter 2: The Premise of Receiving and Influencing Buddhist 
Philosophy in the Development of Vietnamese Poetry from 1945 up to now. 

Chapter 3: Influence of Buddhist philosophy in Vietnamese Poetry from 
1945 to present on the content of thought. 

Chapter 4: Impact of Buddhist philosophy in Vietnamese Poetry from 
1945 to present on Basis of World Arts Organization 

 
CHAPTER I 

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH ISSUES 
1.1. Outline of Buddhist Philosophy 
Buddhism is an atheist religion with appearance based on the teachings 

of Shakyamuni Buddha, the Tripitaka, converging on the One Yana 
(Ekayana). Buddhist philosophy is mentioned in about 5000 discourses that 
the Buddha gave in 300 assemblies during 49 years according to Mahayana 
(45 years according to Theravada). The influence of Buddhist philosophy in 
modern literature and Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now has mostly 
focused on the cosmology, worldview, and human view. 

1.1.1. Buddhist Cosmology 
Three Worlds, also known as the Three Realms. In Theravada, there are 31 

realms where as Mahayana 32 realms. In the holy realms, there are four levels 
in Theravada tradition. In addition, there are also 55 Bodhisattva realms and the 
infinite Buddha realms. In each realm of high and low the difference is due to 
the result of karma. Humankind live in the realm of Sensual Realm. In the six 
sensual realms, the lowest is hell. The Agama discourses divide the hells into 8 
levels, 16 small hells. In the Form Realm, there practice meditation, there are 4 
levels with division of 18 realms. Formless World, 4 realms, there practice to 
liberate samsara. In addition, the Surangama sutra lists the ten types of god. 
Tibetan Tantra has the realm of “intermediate state” (the realm of “Yin”). 
Buddhism also has a way of classification: Small World, Middle World and 
Great World. Man is the center of the Three Realms. Transparent Dhamma 
(Ultimate Truth), Conventional Dhamma (Emperical Truth).  

1.1.2. Buddhist worldview 
The Buddhist worldview is extremely profound with the essential 

philosophies of impermanence, selflessness, causation, law of cause and 
effect, karma, samsara ... 

1.1.3. Buddhist Humanview 
The Buddhist human view is evident in the Four Noble Truths philosophy 

with “suffering”, “causes of suffering”, “end of suffering”, “the path leading 
to end of suffering”. Buddhist philosophy revolves mainly the dharmas of 
suffering - impermanence - no-self - dependent origination; without emphasis 
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of metaphysical questions; but the Eightfold Path in the Four Noble Truths. 
The Buddhist human view helps people to be free from all wrong views and 
prejudice; from all bondage of ideology, beliefs, forms, languages, 
disputedism; tolerate towards all differences, transcend all knowledges; non-
entanglement in success or failure, praise and criticism; live happily in this 
world every moment of awakening. 

1.2. Literature Review 
1.2.1. Studies of Buddhist literature 
The birth of Buddhist literature was about after the 3rd Buddhist Councils 

(i.e. around the 3rd century BCE) in India. In Vietnam, Buddhism has been 
appeared in the tenth century, but researches on Buddhist literature have not 
been really interested till the mid-twentieth century. 

The Faculty of Literature Studies was formed earlier in the North of 
Vietnam, but researches on Buddhist literature have been appeared earlier in 
the South. Pham The Ngu (1962), the first Vietnamese study of literature on 
the history of modernization and reduction of convention, appeared the first 
study of literature about Ly-Tran literature. Followed by works such as: 
Trends in Vietnamese poetry (1932 - 1962) (Minh Huy, 1962), The value of 
religious philosophy in the Tale of Kiều (Thich Thien An, 1966), Buddhist 
literature and history (Cao Huu Dinh, 1971), Vietnamese literature schema 
(Thanh Lang, 1972) ... 

Typical researches on Buddhist literature after 1975 can be said: Ly-Tran 
Poetry, 2 volumes, Social Science Publishing House, published in the years 
of 1977-1978; Ly - Tran Poetry (edited by Nguyen Hue Chi, first edition in 
1977, volume 2 in 1989); Ly – Tran Poetry (Le Bao, Education Publishing 
House, 1999) ... Vietnamese literature from the tenth century to the nineteenth 
century (NI Niculin, 1977), Buddhist literature of the Ly - Tran dynasty, 
appearance and special points (Nguyen Cong Ly, 2003) ... 

Buddhist literature researchers are also typical medieval Vietnamese 
literary researchers such as Nguyen Khac Phi, Hoang Huu Yen, Nguyen Dang 
Na, Tran Nho Thin, Nguyen Huu Son, Nguyen Kim Son, Nguyen Cong Ly, 
Nguyen Pham Hung, Doan Thi Thu Van, Nguyen Kim Chau, Le Manh That, 
Thich Phuoc Dat, Thich Hanh Tue ... In general, studies focus on establishing 
conceptual content of Buddhist literature, outline impersonating Buddhist 
literature, defining the characteristics of Buddhist literature and the type of 
author of Buddhist literature, decoding the works, presenting approaches ... 

1.2.2. Study the influence of Buddhist philosophy in Vietnamese 
literature 

Investigating the research on the influence of Buddhist philosophy in 
Vietnamese literature, we envision on two stages: the influence of Buddhist 
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philosophy in Vietnamese literature before 1945 and the influence of Buddhist 
philosophy in Vietnamese literature from 1945 to present. 

In the first stage, different studies have shown the influence of Buddhist 
philosophy in a number of folk literature, medieval literature and literature 
from the early twentieth century to 1945, including the early days of the New 
Poetry Movement. 

In the second stage, Research on the influence of Buddhist philosophy in 
Vietnamese literature from 1945 up to now is also mainly focused on case studies, 
that is, specific authors, works, including composing poetry and prose genres. 

In intensive and systematic studies on Vietnamese poetry from 1945 to 
present such as Poetry and problems in modern Vietnamese poetry (Ha Minh 
Duc, 1998), Vietnamese lyric poems 1975 - 1990 (Le Luu Oanh, 1998), on a 
characteristic poetic Vietnamese poetry (1945-1995) (Vu Van Sy, 1999), 
Process of modern Vietnamese poetry (Ma Giang Lan, 2000), The innovation 
of Vietnamese poetry Modern Southern Poetry (Bui Cong Hung, 2000), 
Explored and Innovative Vietnamese Poetry (1975-2000) (Nguyen Viet 
Chien, 2007), Modern Vietnamese Poetry, Processes and Phenomena 
(Nguyen Dang Diep, 2014) , Modern Vietnamese poetry - poems and portraits 
(Ho The Ha, 2018) ... authors and works influenced by Buddhist philosophy 
under the scope of the thesis survey are hardly mentioned, especially for the 
group of authors who are ordained. Poets belonging to the group of non-
monastic authors are more or less discussed such as Vu Hoang Chuong, Quach 
Tan, Bui Giang, Pham Thien Thu ... but non-exploitation in terms of Buddhist 
philosophical influence but mainly evaluate success of their achievements and 
contributions to literature, especially in field of arts and poetry. 

Thus, there is a circuit of Buddhist influence in Vietnamese literature, 
from folk literature to modern literature. Therefore, the reception of the 
influence of Buddhist philosophy in Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now 
is completely grounded, first of all, the continuation of the national literary 
tradition. 

1.2.3. Research on prominent poetic authors from 1945 up to now 
influenced by Buddhist philosophy 

In this section, we shall focus on studying the research works by Nhat 
Hanh, Mac Giang, Vu Hoang Chuong, Quach Tan, Bui Giang, Pham Thien 
Thu ... Thereby, we find that all Poetry representing the absorption of the 
influence of Buddhist philosophy has a quite rich research history. In it, many 
studies have confirmed and pointed out the influence of Buddhism on 
composition; there are a number of in-depth research projects, which are 
theses selected the above-mentioned authors as research subjects. That is the 
basis of our practice when choosing to study this matter. 
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Sub-conclusion 
Buddhism was born, adopted and introduced in Vietnam; currently there 

are diverse sects but all live in harmony. The purpose of Buddhism is to help 
people get rid of suffering and samsara. The issues of cosmology, worldview, 
human life ... are very plentiful, diverse and sublime; presented basic issues 
about Buddhist philosophy as a theoretical basis for the development of the 
next content of the thesis. 

The research works on Buddhist literature; overview, in-depth on the 
influence of Buddhist philosophy; researching specifically on the author of the 
works ... initially generalized Buddhist philosophy, Buddhist literature and the 
influences of thought in the history of modern Vietnamese literature and poetry, 
especially poetry from 1945 up to now. Poetry authors influenced by Buddhism 
are usually monastics, lay Buddhists and intellectuals, such as: Thich Nhat Hanh, 
Mac Giang, Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh (Zen monk, monk), Pham Thien Thu, 
Nguyen Duc Son (lay Buddhist); Bui Giang, Trinh Cong Son (intellectual class) 
... Currently, a number of research works on these groups of authors have been 
gathered but in general are scattered. There has not been any specialized or 
systematic works on the influence of Buddhist philosophy in Vietnamese poetry 
from 1945 up to now. That is both an opportunity and a challenge for us to carry 
out this research topic. 

CHAPTER II: 
PRE-RECOGNITION AND EFFECTS OF BUDDHIST 

PHILOSOPHY IN VIETNAM FROM 1945 TO NOW 
Studying the influence of Buddhist philosophy in Vietnamese poetry 

from 1945 up to now, we are interested in the reception premise and imprints 
of the Buddhist philosophical influences on each movement stage of 
Vietnamese poetry from 1945 to present… 

2.1. The Premise of Receiving the Buddhist Philosophy of Vietnamese 
Poetry from 1945 to the present 

2.1.1. Objective Premise 
2.1.1.1. Continuing the National Literary Tradition 
Surveying literary works, from folklore to modern literature, we found 

that there were more or less authors in literature, which were influenced by 
Buddhist philosophy. 

In folk literature, fables, fairy tales, legends such as Man Nuong - Khau 
Da La, Chu Dong Tu - Tien Dung, Quan Am Thi Kinh, Quan Am Nam Hai 
... many proverbs, idioms, have a value close to the Four Immeasurables 
(loving kindness, compassion, joy, equanimity), the philosophy of dependent 
origination, the philosophy of grace, the philosophy of suffering in the world 
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... space on a basic level was naturally merged with the philosophy of human 
life and the Buddhist worldview. 

In medieval literature, including both Chinese and Nom characters, with 
the characteristics of “language”, “transmission” and the main composer force 
was the king, Zen master, lay Buddhist, Confucian intellectual. ..., we found 
that many influences were by Buddhist ideology, most clearly Ly-Tran poetry. 
These compositions are quite unified about the content of Buddhist ideology. 

In modern literature, the works of Phan Boi Chau, Phan Chu Trinh, 
Huynh Thuc Khang, Tran Trong Kim ... are more or less inspired by Buddhist 
meditation. The revival  movement of Buddhism from China impacted on 
Vietnam during this period, making new poetry tendency to the view of the 
distant world of Buddhism. In the prose from the early twentieth century to 
1945, the most influential imprint was Nguyen Cong Hoan’s novel “Turn off 
the fire”. However, since the author is not Buddhist, the emotions are mainly 
written based on personal perception. 

2.1.1.2. The historical, social, cultural and educational context of the 
acquisition of Buddhist philosophical influence 

In this section, we shall analyze historical, social, cultural conditions that 
directly affect literature and the absorption / influence of Buddhist philosophy 
in literature. The thesis has emphasized the fierce changes of historical and 
social circumstances; the Buddhist spirit always accompanies the nation and 
the Party and State’s attention and conditions towards religions, including 
Buddhism. 

2.1.2. Subjective Subject 
In this section, we mainly analyze the premise that makes up different 

levels of influence of two groups of authors: monastic and non-monastic. 
2.1.2.1. Monastic Authors  
This group is typically the authors Thich Nhat Hanh, Mac Giang, Vien 

Minh, Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh ... The thesis focuses on studying the 
biographical features and circumstances that bring these poets to Buddhism. 
In the practice environment, the absorption / profound influence of Buddhist 
philosophy in them is indispensable. In general, the Buddhist philosophical 
influences in the poems of the monastic authors have one thing in common, 
which is derived from the enlightened individual’s side or nurtured at an early 
age in the family tradition with a relative pure Buddhists, oriented to 
ordination. Sometimes, going through life events and life experiences also 
helps the authors to see that the spiritual path is ideal. Even being born, 
growing up from lands bearing Buddhist influence (Hue, Quang Tri, Binh 
Dinh ...), these poets soon were naturally “embalmed” in the spirit of 
Buddhism. 
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2.1.2.2. Non-monastic Authors 
This group focuses on researching the authors: Vu Hoang Chuong, Bui 

Giang, Pham Thien Thu, Nguyen Duc Son ... Each person has a different 
situation. Vu Hoang Chuong is a talented researcher in many fields, traveling 
to many places in the home country and abroad, holding many important 
positions. Later, when studying and thinking about Buddhism, he chose 
Buddhism from here, he has a positive change. Bui Giang, also very excellent, 
is a famous translator, knows many languages, he has the grace to travel to 
many southern provinces, communicates with different genders, has time to 
teach at Van Hanh Academy, occasionally visiting pagodas. For monks like 
Venerable Vien Minh, Venerable Tue Sy, the very special lifestyle of Zen 
Buddhism is breaking the mortgage. Pham Thien Thu was originally from the 
North, after emigrating to the South, after he migrated to the South, he was 
caught in a conflict, he hid in the temple to avoid refuge and became a monk; 
therefore, it is easy to understand that he contests Buddhist scriptures and has 
poems that are  

stuck in half of his life but all are in pure beauty. Nguyen Duc Son also 
lives in the South, travels to many places in the Central Highlands, likes to 
live in the mountains and forests and plant trees; a rather special lifestyle, 
being a talented celebrity before 1975; His family has a Buddhist tradition, 
his wedding is also held in the temple ... And there are a number of other 
famous authors that we also survey and mention to see the diversity in the 
influence of Buddha. In general, they both have common points about the 
spirit of accepting Buddhism, both have their own characteristics of family 
predestination, predestined circumstances and the ideological point of 
application of Buddhism in life in Vietnam. 

2.2. Influence of Buddhist Philosophy in the Development Stages of 
Vietnamese Poetry from 1945 to present 

2.2.1. The Period of 1945-1975 
Many Zen poems published in the journals Vien Am, Bodhi, Tu Quang, 

Hoang Phap, Hai Trieu Am ... have contents related to Buddhist philosophy. 
Poetry talks about suffering, hunger, thirst, separation, inadequacy ... close to 
the Buddhist worldview. The content also shows romantic inspiration and a 
sharp epic tendency (great hero - great power - great compassion). Many 
authors are not Buddhists, but their poetry has a similarity with the Buddhist 
worldview. During this period, the direct or indirect influences of Buddhism 
on the authors in the South prevailed over the North. 

2.2.2. The Period of 1975 to present  
The specific manifestations of the Buddhist philosophical influence in 

Vietnamese poetry from 1975 to present are very diverse, but all have meeting 
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points, closeness and are the highest expression of love for the homeland; 
affirm and encourage a life of compassion and solidarity; support a positive 
attitude of devotion ... very close to the Buddhist worldview. 

Sub-conclusion 
The premise of receiving the Buddhist philosophy of poetry from 1945 

up to now is generally under the objective influence of historical, cultural, 
social and educational circumstances. Bold or light Buddhist philosophy is 
also different in each stage, each author, or between the North and the South. 
We see an influx of literature influenced by Buddhism from 1945 up to now. 
In particular, the poets that are directly influenced are usually monastics or 
lay Buddhists, for the intellectuals, the influence is not uniform but tends to 
lean toward support. The rest is mainly influenced in terms of exploiting 
Buddhism in folk beliefs. 

In the historical context of the resistance war against the French, against 
the US, up to the postwar period, Buddhism did not develop strongly, but still 
a part of poetry was influenced. Poetry influenced by Buddhist philosophy 
vividly shows the beauty of soul and wisdom of Vietnamese people, real life 
is discovered in many ways, harmful thoughts in poetry always help people 
regain confidence, create a rich appearance for Vietnamese poetry in each 
stage of movement and development, poetry becomes special with many 
layers of meaning, creating a premise for development in the next stages. 

 
CHAPTER III 

EFFECTS OF BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY IN VIETNAMESE 
POETRY FROM 1945 TO NOW ON THE IDEA CONTENT 

DISTRIBUTION 
In this chapter, the thesis focuses on three main issues: the perception of 

suffering and the spirit of bliss, the interdependent relationship and the 
perception of truth, the spirit of selflessness and spreading compassion 
without boundaries.  

3.1. Awareness of suffering and pure spirit 
Pleasure is a long-lasting tranquility and joy; is the spirit of meditation, 

complete in the moment of reality, without holding onto reality either. All stem 
from a deep understanding of the nature of suffering - impermanence - non-self. 

3.1.1. Exposing the truth of suffering in body and mind 
3.1.1.1. The suffering of the four elements in terms of death 
The surprising thing about the authors is that despite talking much about 

suffering, the truth behind it is the attitude of living very peacefully, well, 
harmless, sincere, natural, and accepting. It seems that the creation of poetry 
to them is just a way to express, want to awaken and save beside the purpose 
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of writing for yourself to contemplate life. And through here, readers see that 
modern poetry influenced by Buddhist philosophy points out suffering but 
never turns away from life, on the contrary, it also encourages humanity to 
use the “four element” body (earth – water, fire - wind combined) to do many 
meaningful things for us and for people. 

3.1.1.2. Suffering in the mind because of separation and attachment 
The temporary attachment of attachment is to be attached to worldly 

dhammas. Buddhism refers to human life, to all the problems of human life in 
terms of both body and mind. Love in its nature is conditioned, associated 
with nostalgia and imagination, the end result is just dream. So,  

longing distance is just the suffering nature of the mortal world. In the 
prism of Buddhist philosophy, love is only the foundation for apparent 
awareness. Pham Thien Thu’s poetry conveys the reality of a fragile and 
illusory life. Vu Hoang Chuong believes that humanity will still suffer if it 
cannot end ignorance: “Wander from the past and distant samsara / U far and 
away” (Prayer - extract from Forest Phong). The nature of Buddhism is to 
bring people to experiment with life itself, to realize the truth of “suffering” 
of the world to understand the root cause, and when seeing clearly the way 
out of suffering, one can live in harmony with the universe.  

3.1.2. Bliss spirit 
The serene spirit is clearly shown in the poems of Bui Giang, Vien Minh, 

Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh, Tieu Vien ... Bui Giang lives happily, freely, 
traveling. His poetry is full of meditation, profound wisdom, and graceful, 
saving himself from all attachments. Nhat Hanh clearly sees the miracle of the 
present right in the matter of loading firewood, washing rice, pouring water, 
cooking soup, eating rice, growing vegetables ... Cultivation can take place 
anywhere, anytime, when the practitioner is always righteous thoughts, so Tieu 
Vien wrote “I: travel to the world / Go to eternity / Hand lift a kettle / Pour tea / 
Drink a sip of tanning seaberries / Moments of a thousand years / Life awake, 
peaceful in all activities; affirming the power of the mind is endless, impossible 
to think. Vien Minh, Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh lived fully in every moment of 
awakening, clearly seeing a pristine existence in himself: “It turns out that only 
breathing and laughing / A hundred sadness / A life away Fly / Turns out / 
Awaken moment / I see clearly / Your face isn’t born yet! “ (Turned out). The 
spirit of chastity is very important to the Buddha’s son. 

3.2. The relationship between interdependence and the perception of 
legs is alike 

3.2.1. Mutual relationship between man and all beings 
The word “predestined” in the Buddha’s house is wider than the word 

cause and condition in the world, coinciding with causation, cause and effect; 
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everything and people from infinity have inherent mutual relationships. Good 
conditions help create and develop good things, bad conditions together add 
up karma in ignorance. Buddhism accepts all the pros and cons of external 
conditions in the spirit of selflessness. 

Bui Giang’s poetry shows that beauty does not necessarily lie in any highlight, 
not intentionally creative, natural beauty intertwined. Nhat Hanh looked into the 
bowl of soup with the sun, space, manpower and sweat, joy, sorrow, time, all 
species; the heart of fragrant wood is sunny, and the words written on fragrant paper 
are found; see can-general-use of thousands of beings co-exist in each other; say one 
thing but let another come along that cannot be denied. 

 Poetry of Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh converging natural, pure, 
immaculate interaction; the predestined relationship past and present, between 
dream and reality, come and go ... are one of the truths as being: “Far away! / 
What a dream! / This is so frivolous, the river is not flowing / And the other 
shore / Show this shore! “ (The slumber of rocks). 

3.2.2. Realize true nature 
Truth is the truth of being, the ultimate destination that one wants to 

discover. Nhat Hanh’s Universal entry shows that from infidelity to infinity, 
everything is complete in the same being, affirms that there should be no fear, 
denying all opposites, advising to just calmly contemplate all things that are 
according to its law, “You are not a Creation, only an Expression” (Avril 
School of Music). Bui Giang knew nature was not easy to explore, but it was 
real. Although he has not reached the end of the realm of nirvana, he believes 
that the true nature is like beyond worldly doctrine. In the Rain of Origin, he 
indirectly mentioned the problem of true true nature as by searching back for 
“the source”. Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh realizes that the dharma is simply 
putting all attachments down and quietly watching the dharmas operate on 
their own. Accepting and not possessing is the mindful attitude of a meditator 
when he permeates the philosophy of vision, confidence in the Buddhahood 
that exists in each person: / real man long ago”. Poetry Vien Minh is bold in 
philosophy of Sac-Khong”, A moment of truth is like / Shattered many 
hopefuls” (A moment). 

3.3. The spirit of selflessness and compassion spread without 
boundaries 

The spirit of selflessness is a very special point, only in Buddhism. This 
philosophy of anatta is associated with emptiness, dependent origination. 

3.3.1. Demonstrating selfless spirit 
“No-self is nirvana”, takes place very quickly. Nhat Hanh sees that in no-

self, nothing is wrong, due to the attachment of words and appearances, it 
becomes bound; the “erase or not erase” does not matter, “where” is not the 
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goal, but he upholds the pre-fallen reality: Padmapani, Footprints in the sand, 
Praying hands for the doves White, the sound of a big bird flapping ... 

Bui Giang’s works such as The Crazy Drinking Madman, The Mad Man, 
The Mad Poetry, His Past ... demonstrate the spirit of selflessness. He realized 
in “I” there is “you” and in “you” there is “I”. He was satisfied with the story 
of Nihilism, the spirit of “Unharmless, born in mind,” in the Vajracchedikā 
Prajñāpāramitā Sūtra, to stay and restore the mind in the Vimalakirti Sutta. 
The realm of Vien Minh is filled with the philosophy of “indifference”, 
“reason of tolerance”, no adherence to the practice, no distinction of 
meditation, no distinction between me and people, and not trying to find 
become; “Silence”, “leisurely”; pay “Mind” for Tanh to know, stop all 
treatment, realize “Truth everywhere / Seeing is visible / Right there the heart 
relax / No way, no-self - France” (Truth). Poetry Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh, 
trees, rocks, mountains, moon stars ... all blend into each other incarnate. In 
Trinh Cong Son’s lyrics, the natural human and all things are one, reincarnating, 
but all are not real, so the musician advised “Don’t despair, honey, don’t despair 
/You are me and I am you too “(I don’t despair). In no-self, language becomes 
speechless, taking “mind to mind”. Therefore, the array of Buddhist Zen poems 
is very well written on this topic. 

3.3.2. Compassion extends without boundaries 
Nhat Hanh’s Poetry: “My head bowed /Love /Suddenly became 

immortal” (Reminder), always encourages the lifelong attitude “That you will 
never hate people” (Reminder). Vien Minh loves all life with 
indistinguishable attitude: “I am originally from heaven / Standing on the edge 
of enlightenment / But love life is broken / I choose an ephemeral life” 
(ephemeral life), I love life dearly as a natural, indifferent, non-possessive, 
equal. Minh Duc Trieu Tam Photo: “If I still breathe / I still express / Love 
life with poetic integrity” (Expression 1), “Love flowers cannot help picking 
/ The flowers fall more and more love / Cut the grass to recuperate the soul. 
Thousand blue wind and dew “(Love flower - Moon drops). Tran Que Huong, 
Mac Giang, Dieu Thong are always ready to  

engage in bodhisattva practice. The fire of compassion and the blooming 
Pen of Vu Hoang Chuong affirms that compassion has the power to overcome 
hatred. Pham Thien Thu’s consecrated poetry “I wish I had a thousand hands / 
Get rid of sickness and suffering - this realm of poetry” (Free). Bui Giang also 
saw clearly that “people are me, but I am also human”, living is consecrated. His 
compassion transcends ordinary love and transcends the weight of worldly 
matter. “Love forever and ever /Earth, butterfly wings /A little ant with wild 
flowers / The insect germ also loves it “(Phung Don). He also holds respect for 
the innocent and innocent girls in the countryside; the sisters in the mountains, 
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even the nuns also praise and respect, and sincerely sympathize with the women 
holding the shift. Some other authors have not entered the realm of non-
selflessness but have shown compassion, compassion, self-sacrifice, positive 
direction of goodness. 

Sub-conclusion 
Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now has absorbed the spirit of 

Buddhism, showing the equal relations of all beings in true being alike; focus 
on the present moment of miraculousness, pure spirit. 

Poetry also conveys the sense of the fluid impermanence, the nature of 
suffering in life, freely understands the cause and effect of samsara, towards 
the good, blissful, consecrated; praise for the love of family, homeland, 
country, people, thanksgiving and gratitude; towards the attitude of living 
without self, ignorance, knowing enough; promote enlightenment wisdom, 
body like foot, dependent origination; find nirvana - right now, get rid of 
theocratic superstition; encourage back to inner mind, mindfulness, 
happiness, and benefit others ... 

 Poetry also shows human values, contributing to alleviating the suffering 
and problems of modern society. The contents can be considered as applied 
Buddhist thought; these cabinets have mutual interaction, difficult to separate 
clearly; Selfless compassion is the prominent spirit of Buddhism. 

CHAPTER IV: 
EFFECTS OF BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY IN 

VIETNAM THOUGHT FROM 1945 TO NOW IN THE ARTS 
In this chapter, the thesis focuses on examining, identifying, and 

interpreting the influences of Buddhist philosophy on the aspects of language, 
grammar, and tone. 

4.1. Influence in terms of language 
4.1.1. Use many Buddhist terms 
Dharma number Buddhism is a typical Buddhist term, is the label to 

recognize the influence of Buddhism. Vu Hoang Chuong in the episode of 
Forest Wind uses the word “reincarnation”. In the Fire of Compassion, it is 
mentioned many times: “Tens of thousands of anger and anger have just 
opened my eyes”; “Oh fanciful FIRE! / A world of bewildered three thousand 
moments / From the realm of Ignorance / Towards Pure Land”. Pham Thien 
Thu: “I washed my feet and feet like / Tilted to check the beads of water to 
invite nowhere / Thau incense is present in Bodhi Bodhi  

/ Poison powder sinking the seeds of reincarnation” (Golden Flower 
Cave), “Whoever finds Pure Land / I turn the afflictions into flowers “(How 
many years of thought); Examination of the Diamond Sutra, Hien Ngu Sutra, 
and the Dharma Canon ...; places of the Buddha’s time in the world: 
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Kapilavatthu, Savatthi, Bhikkhu, Pointing-fitting-subject ... The lyrics of 
Trinh Cong Son appeared many words “impermanent”. 

Most of the poets who are monastics have a thorough understanding of 
Dhamma and they apply Dhamma in poetry. The use of specialized Buddhist 
words in addition to pure Vietnamese words makes Theravada and Mahayana 
philosophy without antagonism but harmony, making Buddhist philosophy 
accessible without losing dignity, at the same time making the sound and 
feeling of poetry more new, both modern and ancient, preserving both 
traditional features and novelty in the integration period. 

4.1.2. Language mixed with space 
Poetry combines language harmony: folk, modern, lyrical, satirical, 

humorous, colloquial, simple, philosophical, contemplative ...; mix words 
from many different fields; use phonetics as a game to express meditation in 
that form; the “sacred” inspiration appearing next to the unconscious concept 
makes poetry language also multi-meaning; political language combined with 
popular living language; languages from across regions are represented 
equally; languages of farmers, towns, workers, monks ... are mixed; Eastern 
and Western languages, ancient times, Buddhism and the three religions of 
the same religion also lighten the spirit of sympathy, letting go, liberation ... 

Nhat Hanh transformed the meaning of the Chinese Buddhist Dharma 
words into the pure Vietnamese meaning, making poetry both classical and 
clearly conveying Buddhist philosophy. Pham Thien Thu has tens of 
thousands of hexagons containing fables, legends, legends, philosophy ... Bui 
Giang casually assembled his name like a game of words; blending modern 
language, ordinary common chants (“om”, “is Mr. Sau Giang”, “and is” right 
“) with a close response to singing (with poetic sound bowl); applying the 
Tale of Kiều in medieval poetry with modern language; funny, mischievous, 
contemplative, sympathetic,  

pitying, free, wobbly language mixed with vocal and vulgar, crazy and 
awake, real and fake, good and bad, poetry and life, art and philosophy, truth 
and truth, ... under the direction of the spirit of philosophy of dependent 
origination, selflessness; blending the  

philosophical language of ancient Greece, Confucius, Lao Tu, Trang Tu, 
Nguyen Du, the Buddha ...: “It is okay to pretend the truth is / to pretend the 
name of the king is also over? People / Vials are Long Tho, and bottles are 
Khong Khau? “. The element of Calmness in Quach Tan’s poetry carries the 
Zen-Lao thought in Mong Ngan Son and Moon Drops. 

The fusion of languages is not new, but it serves as a means of conveying 
the doctrinal message of interdependent origination and selflessness. But in 
dependent origination, dhammas naturally function according to its law of 
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interdependence. Therefore, the fact that languages are mixed intentionally, 
but accidentally, accidentally, but intentionally add to the attractiveness, 
especially, foreignization but still harmony. 

4.1.3. Language imbued with speechless meditation 
The language of meditation is inherently nonverbal, heartless, 

inhospitable, essence. Because in the Buddha-nature, language cannot convey 
the ultimate truth, the true essence. Under the influence of Buddhist 
philosophy, language is just a means. Excellent poetry still does not leave the 
reality of life, without speech, but reveals the true nature. 

For Nhat Hanh, the essence of a poem is also meditation, poetic writing 
is also meditation, conveying the content of Zen poetry is also meditation. His 
poetry, the phonetics, the rhythm in the verse and the whole poem were linked 
both unintentionally and intentionally to convey the meaninglessness of the 
meaning compared to the philosophy of liberation enlightenment. 

The original symbol, Bui Giang also expresses the helplessness of 
language, the beauty lies in the silent, peaceful silence that feels all the fluency 
of man and all things; “Unconditional text”, “will in foreign language”, 
beyond speech. The language of speechless meditation aims to answer the 
question: do not cling to worldly identifiers, from infinity, in the nature, every 
worldly language becomes powerless and inaccurate. Pham Thien Thu’s 
poetic language is rich in shaping qualities, allowing words and meanings to 
reveal the inherent beauty of poetry. When language is used as a “game”, but 
really it is the intention of the author to reduce the weight of the pattern, bring 
the human consciousness back to intuition, lightness, nature and completeness. 
integrity in the peace of undiscriminating knowing; language is like “fingers for 
the moon”, fingers are the means, the moon is the ultimate truth. 

4.2. Influence in the pen 
4.2.1. Use symbols to create the polymorphism of poetry 
In poetry influenced by Buddhist philosophy, all elements can become 

symbols, very rich, interesting, multi-layered ... but whole; requires a very 
high sense of competence of the reader, the interpreter. Poets’ use of symbols 
that are bold, light printed, italic, or naturally capitalized arbitrarily or with 
new lines ... is also used to convey the meaning of poetry. 

Bui Giang gave many titles to his poems very well (Source Rain); using 
a lot of Sino-Vietnamese words and pure Vietnamese to refer to the original 
nature (Nguyen Khe, Thuong Land, Nguyen Xuan, Doi Nguoi, Call back ...), 
to return to the original roots as. Many natural images express the 
impermanence, fragility, and transience: “The branches of apricot”, “the 
branches of the willow”; to use multiple metaphors to convey Buddhist 
thought; The sentences are often but figurative. Vien Minh also uses a series 
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of familiar metaphors and conventions in ancient poetry to apply the high 
meaning of meditation to everyday life. 

Poetry Pham Thien Thu, Bui Giang, Nhat Hanh, Vien Minh, Nhu Huyen 
Thien Su, Mac Giang, TK Thien Huu, Nhu Nhien Thich Tanh Tue ... deeply 
Zen, philosophical through the symbolic forms by Capitalization. Bui Giang 
wrote: “The upper land has a few flower banks”, “Is the coincidence between 
the scent of Nguyen Xuan color” ... Nhu Huyen Thien Master: “I do not leave 
sentient beings in general”, is the highlight. 

4.2.2. Use enlightened images 
4.2.2.1. Image of human liberation 
In addition to the outstanding characters such as Buddha, Bodhisattva, or 

the Saints ..., poetry still flaunts a mass character with the spirit of holiness, 
capable of enlightenment in meditation at any time. 

4.2.2.2. The image of the home of the temple roof and the sound of the 
temple bell 

The bell reminds sentient beings of awareness, demonstrates the rhythm 
of country life, Vietnamese culture, a compassionate heart, loves the beauty, 
sends a lot of secret feelings about a life of fullness and happiness. 

4.2.2.3. Nature photos 
Nature images are also a vehicle of spirituality. The poetry of Nhat Hanh, 

naturally exposed, performed through images of words: “Sunshine carries on 
wings / Bees come to pour Warm on the calyx/ Poetry in the sun to go to the 
distant forest to drink Honey / Flutter, butterflies return Soil / Sunny makes 
Dance song, poetry makes lyrics of Song / Sweat drops on  

dry ground, poetry flies on plow beds “(Poetry used to hug and sun for 
each grain). The picture of nature and the human being intertwined in the 
present incarnation and interdependence. Nature in Pham Thien Thu’s poetry 
is alive, absorbing the nuances of meditation, towards selflessness, 
incarnation. The yellow flower cave is 400 sentences long. Nguyen Duc Son’s 
poetry recreates a quiet mountain forest, flavored with meditation, his son’s 
name is also close to nature. Nature images are conveyed with bold thoughts 
in Quach Thoai poetry. 

4.2.3. Penal association towards dependent origination 
Poetry art under the influence of Buddha philosophy seemed to be 

sculpted by discrete images, many unreasonable combinations, seemingly 
illogical structures because they were full of vague slices ... but under the 
prism of Buddha philosophy, all reflect poetry as a full life in being. Because 
everything is conditioned by conditions, there is nothing real, nothing to 
interfere or resist, just watch peacefully to realize the principle of dependent 
origination. It can be said that the ideology of association is not new and 
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interdependent association is both new and old, it mixes many objects and 
especially from the perspective of Buddhist influence in modern poetry, this 
discovery of thesis can be the first time. Many poems by Nhat Hanh, in the 
operating law of the philosophy of dependent origination, samsara, 
selflessness, cause and effect, he allows all things and phenomena to take 
place completely in the interdependent relationship between the past three 
dimensions - present - future; from the real sense of shape-shifting 
associations has shown the truth that all are wrong when always thinking 
about the past or thinking about the future but forgetting the present; related 
to the danger of clinging to thoughts, especially the discriminating awareness 
that creates samsaric karma. Operation of the law of dependent origination 
ceases when the nature of emptiness is realized.Bui Giang’s poetry is also 
strongly associated, from this word he thinks of other words and many other 
words ... Although his poetry has existential philosophy, Buddhism, 
psychoanalysis, symbolism, surrealism ... but all seem to come from one 
being; for readers to associate and exploit; genius in using a variety of 
languages but having transitions to each other; Without touching, the object 
is self-exposed through layers of association meaning, communicative words, 
reciprocal cooperation. Trinh Cong Son wrote the song “Staying”, referring 
to the temporary false world. There are many forms of a six-way poem, but is 
punctuated by Trinh Cong Son on 3/3, referring to the middle way, about the 
calm and peaceful mind. Using interdependent association magic is not easy 
to write and understand. 

4.2.4. The blurred vocation leads to no-self 
In poetry, the relationship I - I - you - me - is inherent in each other, there 

is no separation; The use of benevolent pronouns exchanging between the 
characters seems to be joking and wants to convey the Buddhist philosophical 
meaning of “non-dual”, “indistinguishable” in the sentence. 

Bui Giang wrote “Em” as the true being, the meditation subject, the cause 
of infidelity, is also the present, always constant. lifetime / Do you know or you 
don’t know “(It will be amazing). The human pronouns claiming “you”, “you”, 
“I”, “person”, “who”, depending on the context, have an assessment to use 
accordingly. Many times in the same situation, “you” “you” play all three roles, 
causing the defocus effect. This again deeply demonstrates the philosophy of 
selflessness, incarnation, and dependent origination; let poetry manifest itself as 
a complete being, and show no contradiction in any angle or aspect. This way 
of addressing also leaves a bold imprint in Nhat Hanh’s poetry. 

4.3. Influence in tone 
4.3.1. Use negative voice to confirm 
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With a negative mocking voice, in order to limit the tension, make poetry 
diverse, profound in many ways, while also introverted, sympathetic to the 
external environment in an unselfish wisdom glare, poetry returns to its true 
beauty. Nhat Hanh utterly expressed the smile of an enlightened person 
saying, “Oh what I know to say / Laughing is also a fool / Crying is a fool / 
Laughing and crying / Also being a fool / Not smiling nor crying / Still a fool 
“(Big lion roar). Bui Giang’s poetic tone sometimes seems simple and joking, 
but it shows a simple attitude of all complexity. Under the principle of non-
duality, there are harmony in the same leg. The beauty lies in the difficult to 
explain, which requires the reader to self-verify to find out the negation, to 
have harmonies beyond words. Poetry is therefore in the state of “being”, fully 
revealing its own beauty. 

4.3.2. Philosophical voice, thinking, contemplating 
The voice of contemplative thinking, confessing, and self-confession is 

an aesthetic category. Under the influence of Buddhism, not all sadness is 
lonely, causing readers to contemplate the truth; TK poetry. Thien Huu, Dieu 
Khong, Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh, Tru Vu, Pham Thien Thu, Quach  

Tan, Nguyen Duc Son, Trinh Cong Son ... The private “I” has become 
the general “I” of national level, highly philosophical. Reflecting on filial 
piety, loving family, hometown village, fondness and gratitude to people 
living around ... are all beautiful manifestations of the seeds of the soul. 

The voice of philosophy, reflection, and contemplation ... is not new 
voices to poets with heavy philosophical inclination. 

4.3.3. Free, open, and free voice 
Under the eyes of Buddhism, the eye of meditation, the poet can write 

very quickly, and can improvise to write poetry depending on each specific 
situation. Bui Giang makes poetry seem like a game, just for fun in the middle 
of a temporary life. The mix of artistic tone in his poetry is difficult to define, 
but consistent, beautiful and special. Bui Giang’s poetry went beyond setting, 
showing the total harmony; many times, it is as if depending on the 
circumstances, nothing special; sometimes still feel like nonsense: “I sit under 
the sim tree, listen to the cows grazing, leisurely reach out to reach a branch, 
pick a fruit to play” (Autumn in poetry); reversing all the conventional 
linguistic order, so that many random factors combine together and order, it 
is difficult to predict the direction. For example: “One day, the bucket is 
roaring and the shell is roaring. And he also admitted not deliberately writing 
poetry, but in fact he. 

Nhu Huyen Thien Su himself told the story: “What is good about billions 
of dollars? / Living in a life without safety, you will die! / If you know that 
talent is a poisonous snake / My life is not in such trouble!” (Snake!). Pham 
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Thien Thu examines 7 sets of Buddhist scriptures, writes automatically 
depending on his own conditions, tells stories from his unconscious mind, writes 
very quickly, amazingly: he writes the Sutra of twelve thousand in a year and a 
half, Quyen renounces his abandonment of the village of 111 Poems written for 
more than 20 days, examining Kim Cang 4 days, 2 days writing 10 Taoist songs, 
7 days of the Golden Flower Cave. 

Nhat Hanh tells stories about dhamma, poems, and natural life in 
meditation: “Be a flower standing still by the row of a rooster / Be a smile, be 
part of a miraculous being / I stand here, we don’t need departure / Our 
homeland is as beautiful as the home of childhood “(Butterflies flying in the 
yellow flower garden). Hoang Cam tells stories that are incessant depending 
on the conditions in “across the river.” Nguyen Duc Son’s poetry is like Bui 
Giang, very liberal, liberal, simple, even obscene, but after all, it all comes 
from beauty. Because according to the perspective of  the person influenced 
by meditation, the sound or the profanity are also in the indifferent nature. 

Sub-conclusion 
Receiving Buddhist philosophy, poetry from 1945 up to now has mixed 

with many voices (negative to affirm, philosophy, contemplation, freedom, 
freedom, freedom, depending on conditions); rich artistic language, rich 
symbolism, multiple meanings; Buddhist terms such as “labels” to learn 
Buddhist colors, sometimes combined with other languages, make poetry new 
and attractive. 

The rich symbolic art makes poetry multi-meaning, enlightened images 
are used in abundance, the writing of the combination of interdependent 
origination is not easy to read but rich in intellectual thinking. blurred vocation 
between subject and subject to convey non-self. 

Poetry is not completely separated from the traditional poetic art, but 
there have been many new innovations, the art form itself expresses the 
perfect perfection of the dharma through the Buddhist perspective. Poetic 
thinking is liberated, reality is seen in multidimensional, evoking a unique 
association. Poetry shows that between the author and the reader understand 
each other in “the meaning of foreign language”, in tune in enlightenment. 

CONCLUSION 
1. From the beginning of the introduction, Buddhism was naturally 

merged with the fine traditions of the nation, supported by the masses and 
always expressed the spirit of “supporting the national security”, 
“accompanying the nation. “, Most clearly in the Ly-Tran era. Thanks to its 
harmful and positive spirit, Buddhism has contributed to and affected all 
aspects of social life, including literature. Throughout the history of the 
country, it shows that when the country is prosperous, Buddhism also 
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develops, the country in danger of Buddhism also hardly exists, but Buddhist 
ideas always have potential vitality in the hearts of people. people for 
generations; Perhaps because Vietnamese souls have many similarities with 
Buddhist philosophies, poetry shows this feature. During the Ly-Tran period, 
Buddhism was considered the national religion, and the huge number of 
authors and works of Zen monks and lay laypeople contributed to promoting 
Vietnamese literature in this period very strongly. The influence of Buddhism 
in poetry from 1945 to present has been many but mainly inclined to 
cosmology, worldview, human life, especially the exploitation of people with 
all levels of life. Aesthetic originates from human beauty.Poetry is also a beauty, 
the beauty of the art of language conveys what the author wants to convey. Poetry 
under the influence of Buddhist philosophy, though discussing the theory of 
impermanence, selflessness, causation, cause and effect, karma, samsara ... but 
pays more attention to the problems of “human”, solving the suffering of birth 
and death. Buddhism is therefore not cynical, because it always wants the 
practitioner to discover himself and be able to spread the truth of happiness to 
everyone. Exploiting Buddhist philosophy in poetry can see that the wisdom 
illuminates the spirit of compassion is very high, is the spirit of “entering into the 
world” to dedicate life, the spirit of “Buddhism in the world does not leave the 
world. enlightenment “, encouraging the attitude of “a lotus in the mud”; shows 
that golf language is just like “finger pointing to the moon” because nirvana is 
impossible, should not focus too much on language; and sometimes the beauty of 
being lies completely within words. Poetry, therefore, positively influences the 
ideology of the author and the reader, literature and life, contributes to 
“propagating the dharma of beneficial birth”, both contemplative, but also 
provocative and self-centered. The white paper presented both as if to find the 
same seal, both as the automatic writing style, and as if it were for readers to 
receive; the lyrical character and the author as well as the final reader seem to 
have no boundaries. 

2. Vietnamese poetry from 1945 up to now has been influenced by 
Buddhist philosophy by many reasons, but also profoundly influenced by 
history, society, culture. Depending on the circumstances, the time, and the 
basis, the reception of Buddhist philosophy is either active or objective, but 
all are in harmony with the dialectical spirit. Poets who are Buddhist monks 
or devout Buddhists always take the initiative in accepting Buddha teachings 
in their compositions. And that is manifested in a variety of art forms. 
However, for many poets, the influence depends on historical, social factors 
or cultural influences ... This characteristic makes Buddhism in poetry from 
1945 to present multi-colored and stylish, offering many different 
perspectives. Buddhism always plays well the role of “national protection”, 
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changing the form of means and forms to fit with the times on the spirit of 
inheritance and development based on the main basic philosophies. Currently, 
Buddhism in our country has all the Theravada sects, the mendicants, the 
Mahayana, and the Khmer; with the full range of  

meditation-secret-law-teachings; with rich y colors and forms of living; 
But they all live together in harmony with the Buddha’s teaching as a study 
map, unified in the rules and actions from the 1981 National Buddhist 
Conference.During the period of receiving from folk literature 

to modern literature, notably the Ly - Tran dynasty with a large contingent 
of elements such as kings, Zen masters, lay Buddhists, Confucian intellectuals 
... composing Buddhist poetry; promote strong literature. Poetry is currently 
moving towards modernization, exploiting in many directions, including the 
Buddhist religious area, this content is old but very new because of the 
superiority of Buddhism and the diversity of philosophy, depending on the 
basis that received. Poetry influenced by Buddhist philosophy from 1945 up 
to now has been taking place in all three regions of the South and the North, 
especially the achievements in the South and the Central are plentiful, now 
has summarized a lot of research on poetry this; Most of the poets who are 
deeply influenced by Buddhism are also mostly settling in the Central and the 
South; especially Hue, Quang Tri, Da Lat, Ho Chi Minh City; famous as Bui 
Giang, Vien Minh, Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh, Thich Nhat Hanh, Tran Que 
Huong ...Poetry influenced by Buddhist philosophy is not easy to penetrate, 
requiring the reader to contemplate diligently, most of the team deeply 
directly influenced are the monastic authors and lay Buddhists who have a 
deep affinity with the Buddha- Dharma-Sang in both aspects of life, thought 
and composition. A number of magazines, seminars, theses and theses also 
acknowledge the influence of Buddhism in Vietnamese literature. Meditation 
poetry is always interested by the reader when exploiting the aspect of the ego 
in the self in the spirit of selfless compassion and in the beauty of language 
that is speechless. Buddhist philosophy is approached to create diversity in 
Vietnamese poetry period from 1945 up to now both in content and form. 

3. Under the influence of Buddhist philosophy, poetry from 1945 up to 
now has exposed the impermanent truth; encourage the expansion of 
compassion for people, cheerful optimism, understanding and compassion; 
nature and man are always seen with a dependent, non-self, incarnate 
consciousness; promote a mindful life when realizing the true nature; show 
the original full beauty of a peaceful life; the love for people for loving things 
stretches endlessly without demarcation; leads to awakening of wisdom; 
claims to be able to live well on earth if they understand the law of cause and 
effect and the dangers of samsara. The content of poetry deeply hides the 
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philosophies: Four immeasurable minds, lack of sensuality, cause and effect, 
generosity, samsara, impermanence, three poisons (greed, hatred, delusion), 
praising the Three Jewels (Buddha, Dharma, Sangha), taking the Eightfold 
Path teachings as the basis ... 

All are cleverly manipulated in accordance with the country’s 
circumstances at all times. Along writing about Buddhism, but not all authors 
touch deeply, this depends on predestined conditions. Authors deeply 
influenced are usually Zen monks such as: Minh Duc Trieu Tam Anh, Vien 
Minh, Nhat Hanh, Mac Giang, TK. Thien Huu, Tran Que Huong; then came 
lay Buddhists such as Vu Hoang Chuong, Pham Thien Thu, Nguyen Duc Son; 
intellectuals also have many fondness for Buddhist philosophy such as Quach 
Thoai, Bui Giang, Trinh Cong Son; the remaining authors such as Che Lan 
Vien, Huy Can, Hoang Cam, Lam Thi My Da, Dong Duc Bon ... often absorb 
Buddhism in folk beliefs. Influenced by Buddhist philosophy makes the 
content of poetry in this period more enriching, reflecting reality of reality, 
accepting the law of things, and sending noble wishes. 

4. In poetry influenced by Buddhist philosophy from 1945 up to now, the 
color, appearance, light, space, time, arrangement, description of love scenes, 
language used, received lyrical material ... is revealed through poetry has shown 
a skillful art when combining the harmony between tradition and modernity. 
Poetic art with features of language without language, language mixed with no 
space; a symbolic image rich in thoughtfulness, using many images with 
connective and profound symbols; combine many tones; The number of 
appearances that are both characteristic and diverse ... has enriched the national 
poetry, contributing to the artistic innovation. And also thanks to the freedom, 
open-mindedness, and selflessness, making Buddhist ideas through poetry 
become close to everyday life, rich in sensuality and thinking quality. The 
extended verse form with different lengths, poetic rhythm with flexible 
punctuation and line breaks ... is easy for Buddhist ideas to be conveyed through 
symbolic forms. Under the influence of Buddhist philosophy, the art of poetry 
from 1945 up to now has been more attractive, showing the distinctive features 
of this array, discovering many new poetic thoughts, making magic Buddhist 
philosophy more accessible, suitable for all circumstances, close to today’s social 
and cognitive psychology. 

5. Through the human values of Buddhist philosophy, poetry contributes 
to beautifying life, making modern literature and poetry in Vietnam develop 
together, harmoniously combining to create deep spiritual values and practical 
application. in real life, in general is the service of quintessential beauty. The 
thesis initially proves that there is a poetic array influenced by Buddhism from 
past to present, deeply influenced or faintly influenced by each period in the 
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historical circumstances of the country, depending on the object of the author 
receive; praising the talents, virtues, wisdom of the poets who are always 
heavy with perfect beauty, and not all authors are affected the same; poetry 
helps each person to find peace for themselves and to choose their own 
attitude to life or direction for life; has the effect of awakening many beautiful 
potential “soul seeds” that are falling asleep, rediscovering righteous 
thoughts, enlightening many new ideas in each person’s soul, affirming this 
poetry has the power to help each person purifies his own soul.Specialized 
poetry about Buddhism is usually by the monks and lay people, this is 
reflected in the use of numbers or very accurately expressing the Buddhist 
concept through pure Vietnamese words. Scholars, intellectual exam 
classes often borrow Buddhism as a motif, a method, a fulcrum to get 
emotions; to express the lyrical self before people and life, to think 
according to their own “seeing” that express the will in poetry. It can be 
said that at present, this array of poetry is contributing to promoting the 
country’s progress, retaining the good human values of the nation, which 
should be used in educating the formation of intellectual personality of 
modern Vietnamese. Poetry has influenced Buddhism from 1945 up to now, 
so along with the complexity of life, ups and downs will inevitably need to 
be studied further to discover and judge. 
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